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The Tang Code and Da Ming Law are two typical Chinese codes in the 
Chinese ancient law history. Xue Yunsheng, the first person making a 
systematic comparison with these two codes in Qing Dynasty, drew an 
important conclusion: generally speaking, compared with The Tang Code, Da 
Ming Law mitigated the punishment of feudal ethics and rites-related crimes, 
and exacerbated the punishment of some crimes that would danger the rule of 
Ming Dynasty, such as conspiracy, robbery and so on, which indicated the 
changes of society. People in ancient time adhere to the principle of feudal 
ethical and rites before penal punishment, while as time went on people stressed 
on penal punishment and ignored the significance of feudal ethical and rites. 
The Tang Code still paid attention to feudal ethical and rites, however, Da Ming 
Law upheld severe penal punishment. That is the Misdemeanor and Felony of 
Da Ming Law, in comparison with The Tang Code. 
This M. A. thesis tries to make a comparison with The Tang Code and Da 
Ming Law to confirm Xue’s point, then explores the evolution of some 
provisions in law to figure out the fundamental causes of the evolution. The 
study of this topic will not only help to know the evolution of some provisions 
in law and its causes, which also shed light on knowing the legislative 
background, legislative purposes and changes of some provisions in Tang and 
Ming Dynasty, even Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms, Song, Liao, Jin and 
Yuan Dynasty; but also help to understand the evolution of Chinese ancient 
criminal policy, further revealing a philosophy in law that law must change as 
the society changes.  
This M. A. thesis can be divided into three parts: Introduction, Main Body 
and Conclusion.  














research results, the motive, the research purposes and significances of this 
study, the possible difficulties of this study, and the research methods adopted 
in this study. 
The Main Body consists of four chapters. Chapter One makes a brief 
overview of The Tang Code and Da Ming Law from inner spirit, structure and 
main content respectively, then presents Xue’s point. Chapter Two first uses 
three tables to show the comparison results of The Tang Code and Da Ming Law, 
and then analyzes the tables to confirm of Xue’s point. Chapter Three selects 
two typical crimes to explore and analyze the mystery of their evolution. 
Chapter Four analyzes the reasons why compared to The Tang Code, Da Ming 
Law mitigated the punishment of feudal ethics and rites-related crimes, and 
exacerbated the punishment of some crimes that would danger the rule of Ming 
Dynasty gradually from point to surface. 
The Conclusion summarizes the whole thesis.  
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第一章  《唐律疏议》和《大明律》概况 
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